We present a method for activity recognition that first estimates the activity performer's location and uses it with input data for activity recognition. Existing approaches directly take video frames or entire video for feature extraction and recognition, and treat the classifier as a black box. Our method first locates the activities in each input video frame by generating an activity mask using a conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN). The generated mask is appended to color channels of input images and fed into a VGG-LSTM network for activity recognition. To test our system, we produced two datasets with manually created masks, one containing Olympic sports activities and the other containing trauma resuscitation activities. Our system makes activity prediction for each video frame and achieves performance comparable to the state-of-the-art systems while simultaneously outlining the location of the activity. We show how the generated masks facilitate the learning of features that are representative of the activity rather than accidental surrounding information.
: Two examples of our two-step approach for activity recognition. The system first generates activity mask (middle column) and uses the mask as an additional image channel for activity recognition (right column).
extract the features associated with the activity as well as unrelated features. As a result, the system may rely on the background or unrelated features to make the prediction. For example, a system may recognize a gym vault activity by observing a pommel horse instead of the actual activity. This problem is especially evident for small datasets due to the limited variability in the training and testing sets. Second, making correct activity prediction do not necessary mean that the system is able to locate the activity. The network may rely on features other than activity performer to make predictions and, the activation map in each convolutional layer may not properly reveal the location of activity performer. The approach based on region proposal requires a pre-trained network for object recognition and then delimits the regions in input image where the associated activity might occur [4, 18] . Our approach is more general, using activity-associated features to generate the activity location later used for activity recognition.
We introduce an activity recognition system that recognizes activities in two steps ( Figure 1 ). First, it localizes the activity by generating an activity mask outlining the location where the activity is expected to occur. For mask generation, we used a conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN) [22] . Given that activities are continuous and usually represented as video clips, we introduced a Conv-LSTM-Deconv structure as a continuous mask generator with cGAN for training. The cGAN-based image generator has shown better performance than a Conv-Deconv-based generator [8] . The ConvNet-LSTM structure has been used to model spatio-temporal associations [9, 24] . In addition to the adversarial loss, we introduced a spatio-temporal loss and implemented perceptual loss [10] . These losses penalize the neural network for pixel-wise errors in the generated mask and discontinuities between masks from consecutive frames. Second, the generated mask is appended to each color channel of its input video frame to delimit the activity region for the activity recognizer. Because the ConvNet-LSTM structure has been used successfully for modeling spatio-temporal activity associations [16, 35] , we adopted a VGG-LSTM network for activity recognition.
To train and test our system, we manually created activity masks for two datasets. We selected six activities from a well-known Olympic sports dataset (15 videos per activity) and for 10 frames of each video manually created binary masks outlining the activity performer's location. We also manually created multilevel masks highlighting trauma team members and their roles for depth videos of trauma resuscitations.
Our system achieved state-of-the-art performance compared with previous activity recognition approaches [2, 9, 13, 23] . In addition, it generated activity location masks. Our system works online, as opposed to offline prediction based on features extracted from the entire video [19, 36] . Unlike the approaches that rely on crafted features or purely rely on learned features, our system automatically generates activity masks that promote learning the most representative features. This property makes our system generalizable and scalable. Our visualization of the learned feature maps demonstrates that the generated masks enable the system to learn the features that are associated with activities, unlike a VGG net trained using only video frames. Our contributions are:
(1) A novel approach for activity recognition that first generates activity masks to provide additional information for subsequent activity recognition. The system uses the generated masks as an additional color channel of the original input image to perform per-frame activity recognition and find the activity's bounding box. (2) The Conv-LSTM-Deconv generator for cGAN used to generate an output sequence of video masks based on the spatio-temporal associations in a sequence of input video frames. Our spatio-temporal loss function can tune the mask generator based on pixel-wise errors of the generated masks and discontinuities in the mask sequence. (3) A cascade-structure mask generator that generates the activity mask before the activity is recognized using a VGG-LSTM network. We introduced activity recognition loss to tune the weights of the conditional GAN generator based on the loss from activity recognition. (4) Two labeled datasets with manually generated masks for an Olympic sports dataset [23] and a trauma resuscitation dataset. These datasets could be used in future research on segmentation, classification, or activity recognition.
In the rest of the paper, Section 2 reviews the related work on activity recognition and image-to-image mapping. Section 3 describes our approach and its implementation. Section 4 presents the experimental results on different datasets. Section 5 shows our model's ability to learn activity-associated features, and discusses limitations and possible extensions. Section 6 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Activity recognition approaches can be roughly divided into two classes: representation based and deep learning based [7] . Representationbased approaches rely on crafted features and descriptors that face generalization issues. The body skeleton and joints provided by the Kinect sensor [31] are often used for activity recognition as a representation of body posture [24] . Due to the variety of application environments, these features and skeletons may fail to generalize and lead to recognition errors.
Deep learning has been recently applied to activity recognition, initially using single images independently [38] , that ignores the temporal associations of activities. Subsequent ConvNet research used approaches that learned the temporal associations by feeding in video frames stacked over a time window [12] . This approach could only model short-range temporal associations of activities in short video clips. Fusion-over-time strategies partially addressed this issue by stacking the features extracted from video frames and using slow fusion [12] . Recurrent neural networks and longshort-term memory networks (LSTMs) also were used for modeling long-range temporal associations. The ConvNet-LSTM structure was used for activity recognition with different types of input (RGB video, mobile sensor data) [16, 30, 35] .
Most existing research treated the activity recognition as a classification problem performed within a black-box. It is difficult to tell whether this model learned the actual activity related features or over-fitted to the background features. Previous research has focused on visualizing and understanding the trained ConvNet [37] and LSTM [11] , and the learned feature maps demonstrated that the neural network learned the features of both activity and its surroundings. Generating the correct label on the testing set with limited testing data does not prove the model learned the activity; therefore, this system may not be generalizable. This problem is particularly noticeable for small-size datasets.
Our approach to activity recognition draws from several existing ideas. The region proposal method [20, 38] requires a pre-trained object recognition model for region generating (usually trained on ImageNet [28] ). The regions containing the target (and possibly unrelated people or objects) are generated, and a secondary network takes the generated regions and their relative location for textual image description or activity recognition. Unlike this approach, we only generated the activity region for training the activity recognition model. Other research has relied on the use of trajectory information to distinguish people from background, and multiple descriptors for action detection [19, 36] , or has used an LSTM autoencoder to help the supervised learning [34] . Because not all the people in the scene may be involved in the activity, we first generate masks that only outline the activity location or the performerâĂŹs role in a team instead of simply segmenting the people from the background.
Our approach first mines additional information (activity location or team members' roles) and then does activity recognition based on both inputs and this additional information. We used a perpixel mapping strategy for activity localization or team role labeling, similar to semantic segmentation that distinguishes foreground and background, or image-to-image mapping [8] The arrow in the activity recognizer box points to the 7th layer neurons for which the activation maps are shown in Figure 5 .
and deconvolution [20] . More recent state-of-the-art research used GAN-based generative structures [5, 22] for the image-to-image mapping [8] and segmentation [21] . Our work is novel in that we trained the system to find the activity location information from input data for activity recognition.
METHODOLOGY
Our system has two two network structures (Figure 2 ), one for activity-mask generation that includes a generator and discriminator and one for activity recognition. For selected video frames in our datasets, we manually created a binary activity mask outlining the activity performer, or a multilevel mask for team members with different roles. We used these masks as the ground truth for system training.
Model Structure
We used a cGAN to generate the activity masks and a VGG-LSTM structure for activity recognition ( Figure 2 ). Generating the mask is comparable to other space-transformation or mapping tasks, such as text-to-image mapping [26] , image-to-image mapping [8] , or image super resolution (low to high-resolution mapping) [14] . The current state-of-the-art approaches to these problems are GANbased, We developed our model based on cGAN to generate the continuous activity masks.
Unlike single image segmentation which relies only on the spatial associations between inputs and outputs, generating activity masks for continuous video frames relies on both spatial and temporal associations. The generated mask should spatially match the ground truth mask. The generated mask should temporally be continuous over time (i.e., smoothly transitioning). We introduced a Conv-LSTM-Deconv structure as the generator of the conditional GAN model (Figure 2 , generator). The Conv-Deconv network with fully convolutional structure was used [20] to avoid the use of fullyconnected layers, making the model more memory-efficient and better at preserving spatial features. The LSTM [3] has been widely used to model temporal associations and recently for acoustic modeling [29] . We inserted the LSTM layers between the convolutional and deconvolutional networks to model the temporal associations of spatial features learned by the ConvNet. This approach increased the average precision of activity recognition by 6% compared with the Conv-Deconv generator alone ( Figure 2 ).
The adversarial loss from the discriminator (L A in Figure 2 ) can only tune the weights in the mask generator based on the featurewise difference between the generated and ground-truth masks. To better tune the generator, we built a cascade of the mask generator followed by activity recognizer (Figure 2 ) which produces activity recognition error to penalize the generator (L C in Figure 2 ). This structure takes the generated mask and original image, appends the mask after each color channel, and uses it for activity recognition. Because recognizing some activities requires background features, we decided to append the generated mask as an additional "color channels" of the input image after each regular RGB color channel, instead of directly applying the mask on the input image. This approach allows the system to learn some features not directly associated with the activity performer. Our activity recognition module favors the area covered by the activity mask but also allows inclusion of the whole background. The activity recognition loss is backpropagated for tuning the generator (L C in Figure 2 ).
As previously shown [30] , deep Conv-Deconv structures are hard to converge. To improve the convergence, we adopted the "U-Net" [27] to add extra connections between the associated convolutional and de-convolutional layers.
Loss Functions
The generative adversarial network (GAN) [5] learns the mapping of input data z to output mask y, denoted as G : z → y [5] . The regular GAN model can be extended to a conditional model that uses additional information x. The conditional GAN [22] establishes the mapping function based on both the input data z and conditional information x, denoted as G : {x, z} → y. The additional information x can be any auxiliary information. We used the manually generated masks which contained ones or categorical labels at pixels related to the activity, and zeros for the unrelated pixels as the condition x.
Our system was designed for activity recognition, so that loss could be measured spatially and temporally. In addition to the regular adversarial loss L A , we used three other losses:
Session: Fast Forward 4 MM'17, October 23-27, 2017, Mountain View, CA, USA where α, β are the manually defined weights. We empirically determined that α = 0.8 and β = 0.2 showed the best performance. The first term L A (G, D) is the regular adversarial loss from the mask discriminator (Figure 2 ). The discriminator uses the ConvNet structure to measure the feature-wise similarity between the generated and activity masks, and normalizes the similarity to the range of zero to one. The adversarial loss of cGAN model is:
where G denotes the mask generator and D denotes the discriminator. The training adjusts the parameters of G to minimize the objective while the discriminator D maximizes the objective.
The second term L st = L ℓ1 +L t is the proposed spatio-temporal loss calculated by the generator itself. L ℓ1 denotes the pixel-wise loss between the generated activity mask and the ground truth, which is commonly used in GAN image generation tasks as:
where image dimensions are the number of color channels C, width W and height H . In our case of activity masks, C = 1 because of single mask per frame, whether the mask is binary or multilevel. The ϕ G (·) denotes the generated mask, and y denotes the ground-truth mask. || · || 1 denotes the pixel-wise L1 norm which favors similarity between the generated activity mask and ground truth for every frame. The L t Âăis the temporal loss. To make the system generate masks for continuous activities, the L1 distance of the consecutive masks should have minimal variation. We thus introduced L t to model the temporal loss between frames as:
where the std(·) denotes the standard deviation of the list [L ℓ1 ] of the pixel-wise L1 distances across frames. The third term, L p (G), denotes the perceptual loss for the generator [10] . We defineŷ = ϕ G (x) as the output of the generator. We followed the definition:
where
denotes the feature loss and L i styl e denotes the style loss at corresponding i th convolution layer of the VGG net [32] . The || · || 2 2 denotes the squared L2 norm, and || · || 2 F denotes the squared Frobenius norm. The ϕ i vдд (·) term denotes the channel-wise Gram matrix at i th convolution layer of VGG net. The element in position 1 ≤ m, n ≤ C i of Gram matrix for any feature map f is defined as:
In addition, we applied a total variant regularization L T L (ŷ) to generator outputŷ for smoothing [10] . The perceptual loss consists of 
86.71%
feature-reconstruction loss, style loss and total variation regularization, which have been successfully used for GAN-based image generation [10, 14] . We used this loss for generator tuning.
The last term L C (G, C) is our proposed classification loss. We designed the generator to take the additional loss from the error of the activity recognition network C. The activity recognition loss is defined as the categorical cross-entropy from the activity recognizer. The cross-entropy is calculated using the stacked generated masks and input images as input and activity ground truth as output. This classification loss can be expressed as:
where N is the total number of classes, y ′ n is the predicted probability distribution of class n, and y n is the ground truth for class n. For each iteration, we first trained the activity recognizer using the stacked ground truth mask and the input image as input, and used the activity label to tune the weights of the recognizer. To generate the activity recognition loss, we used the generated mask instead of the ground truth for activity recognition and calculated the categorical cross-entropy of activities.
To study the impact of different losses, we ran the comparison experiments with versions of our system trained on different losses. The results show that the proposed spatio-temporal loss has a positive contribution to activity recognition and segmentation (Table  1) . We used the per-pixel accuracy [1] , as well as per-frame activity recognition accuracy for this comparison.
Activity Recognition and Localization
Once the system is trained, we append the activity recognizer after the generator and run feed-forward for activity recognition. It is possible that a dataset contains a large number of video clips, but only a few of them have manually-generated masks for training. A system trained with a limited amount of generator-training data is more likely to make mistakes when generating masks. To avoid the mask generation errors propagating to the activity recognition results and help the system tolerate these errors, we chose to append the generated mask to the original image after each channel instead of directly applying the mask to the original image by performing their multiplication. In this way, information from the original input image is preserved even when the generated mask contains errors.
The activity recognition network was not well trained during mask generator training due to the limited number of frames with ground truth masks. We then used the data with only activity class labels and no activity masks to further fine-tune the activity recognition network (VGG). The system first generated the mask for each input frame and then appends the generated mask to this input frame. This stacked image is then fed into the activity recognizer, which is trained using ground truth activity labels. We set the weights of the mask generator as untrainable during this fine tuning so that we can only tune the weights of the activity recognizer.
Activity localization is an end product of our method that can be simply accomplished by calculating the bounding box of the fully-connected regions in the generated masks and applying the bounding box to the input image. During activity prediction, we performed an image morphology close operation to the generated masks to eliminate the noise before calculating the bounding box.
Model Implementation
We implemented our system with Keras using the Theano backend. We used the fully convolutional structure [20] with He initialization [6] . Leaky ReLU and tanh were used as activation functions. The batch normalization and dropout strategy [33] was used to avoid overfitting. The generator was tuned three times in each training iteration: first using the adversarial loss from the discriminator, then using the spatio-temporal and perceptual losses [10] , and finally using the classification loss from the activity recognizer.
We trained the network on the single GTX1080 GPU with 8GB memory. The loss functions were manually defined using Keras backend programming. Training with 128 × 128 frames took two days to converge. Because we used Leaky ReLU and tanh as activation functions, we first normalized the input data in [−1, 1].
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Dataset
Olympic Sports Dataset with Masks: We selected six activities from a Olympic sports dataset for labeling ( Table 2 ). The dataset contains videos recorded with moving backgrounds and moving athletes. Because the original videos had different frame rates, and most of the frames within each second were visually similar before the activity started, we down sampled the original color video to three frames per second and selected only the most representative frames (covering different stages of activity performance) for manual labeling. The video frame selection can be automatically accomplished based on the pixel difference between adjacent frames by selecting the frames most different than previous frames. The frame difference can be estimated by calculating the optical flow. We manually selected masks for 15 videos for each of the six activities, resulting in a total of 900 frames. We kept generating more masks for all 16 activities in the Olympic sports dataset. Trauma Resuscitation Dataset with Masks: The original trauma resuscitation dataset contained depth videos captured during actual events. We sampled each original depth video to one frame per second. Because we used a fixed camera, much less background movement was observed than in videos of sports activities. Instead of using the difference of adjacent frames as an indicator, we selected the frames based on the resuscitation process phase. The resuscitation phases are the major steps of the process, with each trauma resuscitation contains six phases: pre-arrival, patientarrival, primary, secondary, post-secondary and patient-leave [17] . We randomly selected five consecutive frames within each phase (Table 2) and the patient bed (where the resuscitation activities occur) with categorical labels (Table 2 ). Six hundred images were manually labeled for the trauma resuscitation dataset.
Activity Recognition in Sports Videos
We evaluated three aspects: the overall performance, the performance breakdown for each activity and the system generalizability.
We first evaluated the overall activity recognition performance using accuracy and the commonly used F-measure with 30% videos of each activity (Table 3) . We compared our system with baseline activity recognition models (ConvNet, CNN-LSTM) using the same dataset (Table 3) . We also compared the system performance with a different configuration for activity recognition (Table 3 ) to analyze the contribution of different losses to our proposed system. The results shown that: 1 Our baseline VGG net and VGG-LSTM structure achieved performance similar to representation-based approaches [13, 23] (Table 3 , left side). While the regular deep-learning models have the ability to learn representative features, this finding showed that, they are also limited by their simple structure when generalizing to complex tasks such as recognizing activities where unrelated people are present. The VGG-LSTM achieved an increase in accuracy increase of about 5% compared with ConvNet only, due to its ability to model the temporal associations of extracted features. 2 We also observed that different network models generated masks of different quality ( Table 1 ). The cGAN with our proposed losses generated the most accurate masks for most video frames (Figure 3) . We also quantitatively evaluated the generated masks. Because we do not have the ground truth masks for all videos, we adopted the 80% -20% ratio to split the training and testing sets for the frames that had ground truth masks (Table 1) . 3 The quality of generated masks affected the activity recognition results (Table 1, 3). Our proposed spatio-temporal loss increased the activity recognition accuracy by ≈3% compared to a regular cGAN trained only using the adversarial loss (Table 3) . Including the classification loss into our structure increased the activity recognition accuracy by ≈2% (Table 3 ). 4 The state-of-the-art activity recognition strategies [19, 36] ] used representation based on multiple features and moving trajectories to describe the entire video. These methods require computationally expensive calculations for feature representation from the entire video. Our proposed approach can make per-frame activity predictions at 20fps by running feedforward networks, and simultaneously provide the activity location information. We believe runtime operation offers significant advantage though with slightly lower performance. Second, we evaluated the recognition performance for each of six sports activities and compared that with previous research on the same dataset (Table 4) . Our structure outperformed existing methods [12, 13, 20, 23, 29] , particularly for the activities during which unrelated people were present (shaded in Table 4 ), such as judges and observers. For these activities, activity location was critical for recognition. The gym vault shares a similar starting posture (running) with other activates, and the running step lasts longer than other steps. This fact makes the gym vault appear similar to some other activities, causing low predictive performance.
We finally tested generalization in our system. We used the generator trained for the six sports activities to generate masks for 16 activities that included the original six. We then tuned the activity recognizer to recognize all 16 activities. For all 16 activities, our system achieved 7% lower performance than for the six it trained on (Table 3) , which was caused by errors in the generated masks. Our system was still able to achieve performance comparable to existing systems [2, 9, 13, 23] , showing that it generalizes and to some extent tolerates errors in the generated masks.
Activity Recognition in Trauma Resuscitation Depth Videos
The trauma resuscitation setting poses a greater activity recognition challenge compared to sports videos. In sports, videos are recorded by RGB cameras and usually contain only a single performer (i.e., no cooperation is required). In contrast, the trauma resuscitation data, includes the teamwork captured by a depth camera. Medical settings are highly privacy-sensitive, precluding data collection by wearable sensors or RGB cameras. The resuscitation process phase consists of multiple tasks, which require teamwork by several roles in the team. We introduced different labels for different members of the trauma team based on their role instead of a binary labeling for all performers (Figure 4) . We compared the process phase detection accuracy and F-score with the previous research using the same dataset and other baseline models (models using VGG-only and VGG-LSTN for activity recognition). Our system achieved an average of 80% accuracy for team role labeling. Its mean average precision of 81% for phase detection outperformed the system without masks (Table 5 ). We also found that the system performed better with team-role multilevel masks compared with binary masks (i.e., providers and patient bed are labeled with ones and everything else with zeros). This finding likely occurred because the rough location of the team roles varies during resuscitation phases, and role mask provides the location information for different roles. The improvement by role mask was not significant because the cGAN will also likely create more role-mask errors (incorrect values) than in a binary mask.
The comparison (Table 5) shows that the system using only ConvNet and Conv-LSTM achieved the lowest resuscitation phase detection performance. This finding is likely because of the lack of detailed texture information in our low-resolution depth images, Table 4 : Recognition performance breakdown for individual activities and comparison of mean average precision with existing systems (the best scores are bolded). Shaded are the activities for which videos usually contained unrelated people.
Activity
Ref. [13] Ref. [23] ConvNet [12] Conv-LSTM [29] ConvDeconv [36] Conv-LSTMDeconv [20] Our cGAN as well as its difficulties with handling multiple people performing complex concurrent activities. Previous approaches have introduced additional sensors to enrich the phase information. For example, the sound captured by the microphone array proved useful for resuscitation phase detection [15, 17] . Our research directly generated the team role masks and not only outperformed previous work on the same dataset but also provided team-role masks that can be used in other applications.
DISCUSSION 5.1 Efficiency of Feature Learning
Our system uses masks to facilitate learning features associated with the activity, instead of relying on the background. To further illustrate this, we extracted the feature maps learned in the seventh convolutional layer (8 × 8 × 256) of our activity recognizer ( Figure  2 , the layer pointed to by the arrow). We summed up the activation maps along the channel dimension, resized them, and overlaid the generated activation maps on the input image. The activation map visualization ( Figure 5 ) shows that both networks (the network with or without using the mask as additional input channel) learn features useful for activity recognition. The overplayed heat maps, however, show that most of the features learned by our system using inputs with masks are directly associated with the activity performer ( Figure 5 , top row), while the mask-less system learned features are associated with background objects (e.g. pommel (led) horse for gym vault, or score board for layup) ( Figure 5 , bottom row). Although such features often coexist with certain activities and may indicate their occurrences, the system may suffer from generalization issues because these features may not exist in other video clips of the same activity. Given videos recorded in different environments, the system may fail to recognize the activity because of its inability to extract features directly associated with the activity performer. The experimental results confirmed that our system using the generated mask can generate more representative features that are associated with the activity itself, as opposed to background objects or unrelated people.
Error Analysis
The quality of generated masks affects the activity recognition performance. We analyzed the errors in generated masks and found that they could be roughly categorized into four types ( Figure 6 , top): 1 The generated mask covered the activity and unrelated background targets, because the activity performer was visually or feature-wise similar to background objects. 2 The generated mask partly covered the activity performer, usually caused by insufficient training data, or by a blurred or too-small activity performer in the input frame. 3 The mask covered unrelated people instead of the activity performer, because the performer appeared too small or occluded by unrelated people. 4 The system failed to generate the mask and did not capture any target, because the lack of training data caused the system to fail to identify any activity in the frame. Activation maps produced using generated masks Activation maps produced without using generated masks The mask generator could be enhanced using more training data, a deeper network, or other types of GAN structure [5] . In addition to the generated mask errors, the activity recognition errors were usually caused by visual similarity between different activities (Figure 6 , bottom). For example, the posture of the starting stage of basketball layup is similar to the starting stage of gym vault, causing the system to misclassify the two activities. The misclassification also happened between a layup and bowling, long jump, high jump and gym vault. Even human observers may find it difficult to distinguish activities initially when the performer's posture may be similar. As the activity progresses and its appearance becomes more distinct, the system can make corrections to the previous prediction. Using the bidirectional-LSTM instead of a regular LSTM may help our system to predict the activity at a certain time using the input frame before and after this time. The tradeoff is that the system would not be able to make activity predictions in real-time because future frames are required for bidirectional-LSTM.
Limitations and Extensions
Although our system achieved the performance comparable to the state-of-the-art systems, it has several limitations. First, training the activity mask generator requires labor-intensive manual labeling of ground-truth masks. We created two labeled activity datasets and will continue adding more, but constructing a large-scale dataset is tedious and time-consuming. Our next step is to train a generative model able to generate masks for foreground and background using a modified published image-segmentation dataset. This type of generator could be used to generate masks for the activity performer or other targets in video frames. Second, our system relies on the generated activity masks for team-role information or location of the activities, making the activity recognition results partly dependent on the quality of the generated activity masks. The mask generation could be considered as a pixel-to-pixel mapping problem, for which we used the cGAN-based approach commonly applied in similar domains. Generating more accurate masks would improve system performance, which is why our future work includes exploring different approaches for pixel-to-pixel mapping.
We presented two applications of our proposed system: activity recognition and process-phase detection. Our framework, however, is generalizable to a wider range of activity recognition problems. The idea of generating a mask can be compared to region proposal [18, 25] , which was used for target recognition and tracking. Instead of generating the activity-location or team-role masks, we could generate masks for any people or objects. One could also generate the masks to distinguish different activity performers and achieve concurrent activity recognition together with their locations. Aside from generalizability, running time is another important factor for real-world implementations. Based on our experiments on 128 × 128px input, our system achieved mask generation and activity recognition speed of 120fps (without considering I/O time) using a simple Conv-Deconv structure, and 20fps using our proposed cGAN structure. The mask generation and activity recognition speeds using simple conv-deconv are comparable to the state-ofthe-art region proposal strategy YOLO with 145fps on 224 × 224px input images [25] . Even using the cGAN mask generator, our system achieved twice the speed of R-FCN, which achieved 6fps on 448 × 448px images [18] .
CONCLUSION
We presented a new approach for activity recognition that first performs pixel-to-pixel mapping from the original image to a generated activity mask, then uses the mask to predict either an activity or a process phase. This work contributes to the community:
(1) The Conv-LSTM-Deconv generator for generating continuous masks that delimit the activity location using a conditional GAN and the spatio-temporal loss function. (2) A novel activity recognition and localization strategy, which achieved the state-of-the-art recognition performance while additionally outlining the activity location. (3) The cascade structure and the activity recognition loss used for mask generation and activity recognition. 
